C a n d i d C l o u d O p s™
Stay ahead of emerging competitors with accelerated application delivery
Candid CloudOps™ combines the expertise, proven methodologies and tools
organizations need to improve operations and deploy applications in the cloud
more effectively. As organizations gain the ability to quickly innovate and
increase speed to market, they respond more accurately to competitive threats
and better satisfy their customers.
“ D ev O p s-l e d p ro j e c t s
w i l l a c ce l e ra te
th e d e l i ve r y of
c a p a b i l iti e s to
cu s to m e r s by a n
a ve ra ge of 15–20% .”
— Ste p h e n El l i ot , I D C
analyst

Disruptive technology trends are impacting organizations,
encompassing all aspects of business and technology. To
keep pace with new and unexpected competitors leveraging
the cloud as a real differentiator, enterprises need to deliver
innovative technology products and services. And they must
create applications with greater speed and quality—without
hits to reliability or security. DevOps has evolved from this
environment to help organizations transform processes that
deliver applications and services at a higher velocity.
While transforming to a high-performance DevOps
environment provides a clear competitive advantage, change
doesn’t come easily to most organizations. Transformation is
further complicated as companies deploy cloud applications.

Maximize Cloud Operations ROI
Candid CloudOps™ mirrors the principles of today’s modern
DevOps philosophy, integrating Amazon Web Services (AWS)
processes and tools that accelerate application delivery while
increasing security, and meeting compliance and governance

requirements. Our experts blend DevOps knowledge and
AWS proficiency to guide development teams to better align
the people, processes and technology needed to facilitate
successful cloud initiatives.
Candid Partners CloudOps provides an efficient governance
model that allows organizations to maintain quality and
configuration of their infrastructure environments. This
established model also enforces security and compliance rules,
allowing application development teams to retain control over
their processes and toolsets.
Candid Partners is one of a select group of companies that has
attained the AWS DevOps Competency. Candid CloudOps™
was integral in achieving this status by providing a proven
practice that strikes the right balance of expertise, established
standards and innovative tools.

Accelerate Application Delivery
Candid CloudOps™ accelerates speed
to market while making processes
more scalable and efficient. As an AWS
Advanced Consulting partner, Candid
Partners follows AWS best practices and
industry standards that include:

•• Automation—increases agility,

reliability and scalability to better
respond to market changes

•• Infrastructure as code—

leverages a highly-integrated
software development process
with operational support

•• Tools and technologies—implements
across all functions to meet an
organization’s unique needs

•• Security integration—identifies security
requirements upfront and integrates
with development processes

•• Continuous Integration/Continuous

Delivery pipeline—allows developers
to build code collaboratively and
streamline application development
to quicken release cycles, lower
costs and mitigate risks

Why Candid CloudOps™
DevOps can be a game changer for
most organizations, particularly when
managing the added complications
involved with cloud migration.
Transforming into a high-performing
DevOps culture delivers an array of
benefits when moving to the cloud, from
improving employee satisfaction, to
reducing time spent remediating security
issues. The key is to find experts with
proven enterprise grade continuous
integration and deployment capabilities,
with a high level of automation.

Candid Partners provides critical
expertise and long-term stability with the
right toolset that can flex and grow with
each customer’s evolving business goals.
Working with Candid Cloud Factory™
and the Volker Cloud Migration Tool™,
Candid CloudOps™ delivers reliable
solutions that increase efficiencies and
enable organizations to focus more
on core competencies that build their
bottom line.

About Candid Partners
Candid Partners is a management
and technology consulting firm
headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia. The
company delivers extensive technology,
cloud migration and IT infrastructure
knowledge and proficiency, and is one
of the few firms with deep expertise
in Amazon Web Services migration.
As an AWS Advanced Partner, Candid
Partners helps Fortune 100 companies
increase performance levels through
innovative software solutions and IT
services. For more information visit us at:
www.candidpartners.com

Contact Candid Partners to find out how we can put advice into action for you.
404.815.4599 | info@CandidPartners.com

